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Clemson University Press
Clemson University Press publishes impactful, peer-reviewed scholarship
and distributes it worldwide under the imprimatur of an R1-classified, top25 public university.
As well as publishing approximately 25 books each year, the Press partners
with national and international learned societies and scholarly organizations
to publish a growing number of both print and open-access online journals.

Copyright is the legal protection for original works of authorship
that are fixed in a tangible form of expression.
Under Copyright
• Published 1924–1978, with ©
• Published 1978–1989, with © and
subsequent registration
• Published on or after March 1, 1989:
author’s life +70 years

Not under copyright
• Published before January 1, 1924
• Published 1924–1978, without ©
• Published at any time, author
unknown
• Pre-1978, published post-2002, and
author dead 70+ years

ü Copyright law is not international.
ü As of 1989, copyright is automatic, regardless of whether or not the work’s published
with a copyright notice.

What is the public domain?
Once the applicable copyright term has expired, the work passes into the “public domain” and
may be freely used by anyone for any purpose.
Any work that was first published in US before January 1, 1925 is now in the public domain.
The work must have been published and does not apply to sound recordings.
Works created by federal officers or employees as part of their official duties such as
presidential speeches, congressional reports, and federal judicial opinions are automatically in
the public domain.

To check if a work is in the public
domain, use the public domain
slider: http://bit.ly/Publicdomanslider.

What rights does copyright law protect?
Copyright provides the owner of copyright with the exclusive right to:
•
•
•
•

Reproduce the work in any media
Create derivative works
Distribute and sell copies of the work (or performances)
Display the work publicly in any media

Copyright also provides the owner of copyright the right to authorize others to
exercise these exclusive rights, subject to statutory limitations.

What does copyright law protect?
Protected by copyright
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Literary works (books, articles, software)
Musical works including lyrics
Dramatic works including music
Pantomimes and choreographic works
Pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works
Motion pictures (all audiovisual works)
Sound recordings
Architectural works (plans and drawings
and buildings themselves)

Copyright does not protect
ü Works not fixed in a tangible form
ü Works consisting entirely of “common
property” (e.g. calendars, rulers, etc.)
ü Ideas, procedures, methods, systems,
processes, concepts, principles, or
discoveries
ü Titles, names, short phrases, common
symbols, characters, or designs
ü Mere variations of presentation (e.g.
typography) or contents lists
ü Works published by the US government
ü Works that have entered into the public
domain

How does a creator secure copyright?
ü Copyright is secured automatically when the work is fixed in tangible
form. Publication is not required.
ü The requirement of a copyright notice ended as of March 1, 1989.
ü However, copyright notice can still impact the copyright status of older
works.
ü Use of a copyright notice informs the public that a work is protected and
identifies the copyright owner and the first date of publication. It can
also prevent a defense of innocent infringement.
ü Copyright registration is the process of making a public record through
the US Copyright Office. Although not required, there are legal benefits
to copyright registration

Why should you care about copyright?
ü You are creators and users of copyrighted works.
ü Significant penalties can be imposed for copyright
infringement.
ü Copyright law restricts how you can use copyrighted works in
teaching and in publications (including digital scholarship).
ü Copyright law offers a number of exceptions that can apply
in an educational setting, particularly for teaching purposes.

Damages for copyright infringement
ü The owner can recover actual damages.
ü In some cases the owner can recover statutory damages.
Between $750 and $30,000 per infringement
For willful infringement the award can be increased to up to
$150,000 per infringement
However, the court may waive statutory damages if the infringer had
reasonable grounds to believe the use of the work was a fair use and
the infringer is an employee of a nonprofit educational institution. In
this case the copyright owner could only recover actual damages.

Copyright Infringement v. Plagiarism
Infringement

Plagiarism

Violation of federal law: subjects you to
legal penalties.

Violation of university policy and
professional standards.

To avoid, your use must fall under an
exception to copyright law, the work
must be in the public domain, or you
must have permission from the copyright
holder.

To avoid, you must properly cite sources
and not present another person’s work
as your own.

Using existing works
ü Select works in the public domain: free to use and create
derivative works without conditions
ü Select openly licensed works: free to use, with attribution;
conditions apply
ü Claim fair use: must meet conditions of a fair-use checklist;
may be tested in court for infringement
ü Request permissions: must meet conditions of rights
holder(s) and often requires a permissions fee

Select openly licensed works
A Creative Commons license is one of several public copyright licenses that allow
authors to stipulate acceptable uses for their work. Others may use and/or distribute
their work for the prescribed purposes without fear of infringement. You can also
publish your work under a Creative Commons license.

If you reproduce an image made
available under a Creative Commons
license, you must provide an attribution,
acknowledging the rights holder’s
conditions. Open Oregon Attribution
Builder (http://bit.ly/openbuilder) makes
it easy to create the required attribution.

Where do I find openly licensed materials?
ü The advance search settings for most databases and websites including Google
images, YouTube, and Flickr will filter for openly licensed images and videos.
ü Wikipedia Commons (https://commons.wikimedia.org)
ü Open Culture (http://www.openculture.com)
ü Creative Commons database (https://search.creativecommons.org/)

Claim fair use
The fair-use doctrine permits the use of copyright-protected material without permission from
the copyright holder in order to criticize, parody, or satirize the protected material. The statute
is intentionally vague—case law underlies all fair-use rulings.
In order to determine whether or not you have a reasonable claim to fair use, you should
analyze your intended use.

Analyzing Fair Use: The Four Factors

The fair-use checklist
The fair-use checklist allows you to analyze thoughtfully the four factors that
determine whether or not your use is fair use. Elements on the fair-use checklist are
tied to legal arguments and precedents.
The “Purpose” factor of
the fair-use checklist

Download the checklist:
http://bit.ly/fairuse_checklist.

Request permissions
If you know who published the material, you may contact them directly and emphasize that
your permissions request is for educational purposes. Be specific about your use and anticipate
future needs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

provide full bibliographic details for the copyrighted material
describe your use
specify the format of your publication
estimate the number of copies to be distributed
estimate the publication date
describe target market, emphasizing educational use
mention Clemson’s status as a state institution

If you do not know who the publisher is, there are some resources for locating copyright owners,
including the WATCH (Writers And Their Copyright Holders) database.

Open-access publishing
Open-access refers to information, including journal articles
and other forms of scholarship, that is available for free online.
Open-access journals are transforming the scholarly
communications landscape.

Why open access?
More traffic/views than subscription-based journal publishing
More citations than subscription-based journal publishing
Available gratis for course adoption
Increased efficiency of author self-promotion via social media, on personal
websites, and in institutional repositories
ü Metrics: track downloads and measure impact
ü
ü
ü
ü
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John Morgenstern
jmorgen@clemson.edu
(864) 656-2102

